INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES WILLING TO PARTICIPATE IN ROUND‐2 of B. Arch Admissions
1. The candidates who have confirmed their admission in Round‐1 and are willing to participate in
Round‐2 do not need to report to the Institute where they have been allotted admission in
Round‐1.
2. It is not necessary to cancel your admission of Round ‐1 to participate in reshuffling(Round‐2)
3. The candidate who has got his admission cancelled can also participate in reshuffling (Round‐2). As
per the admission rules, the candidate will not be allotted the same seat in reshuffling (Round‐2).
4. The candidate has to give online consent to participate in reshuffling (Round ‐2) between 19‐8‐2017
to 21‐8‐2017 by login to the website www.gujacpc.nic.in by using his User‐ID and password. It is
mandatory to give online consent to participate in reshuffling, or otherwise he shall not be allotted
any seat.
5. The candidate who has given consent to participate in Round ‐2 can make changes in his Choice
list, can add or alter the choices or otherwise the choices made in the first round will be considered
final.
6. There are chances that the candidates having a higher merit than yours may be allotted a seat in
Round‐2 against the list of vacant seats as declared on the website and subsequently such seats will
also become vacant. So you are advised to give choice for the seats which have not be included in
the list of Vacant seats .
7. On giving online consent for participating in Round‐2, if the candidate is allotted admission in
Round‐2, the seat allotted in Round‐1 shall be cancelled.
8. If the candidate is not allotted any seat in Round‐2 and if he has confirmed his admission in Round‐1
in the specified time period, his allotted admission will remain confirmed.
9. The procedure for fee revision for all Self Financed Institutes for the year 2017‐18 is in process.
Candidates are advised to refer the latest updates of fee structure available on FRC website:
www.frctech.ac.in.
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